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Abstract

1.

Program enhancement refers to adding new functionality to an
existing program. We argue that repetitive program enhancement
tasks can be expressed as patterns, and that the application of
such enhancement patterns can be automated. This paper presents
a novel approach to pattern-oriented automated enhancement of
object-oriented programs. Our approach augments the capabilities
of an aspect compiler to capture the programmer’s intent to enhance
a program. In response to the programmer referencing a piece of
functionality that is non-existent, our approach automatically synthesizes aspect code to supply the required functionality transparently. To improve flexibility and facilitate reuse, the synthesis and
application of the new functionality is guided by declarative whenthen rules, concisely expressed using a rule base.
Our extensible automated program enhancement system, called
DRIVEL1 , extends the AspectJ compiler with aspect generating capabilities. The generation is controlled using the DROOLS rules
engine. To validate our approach and automated tool, we have created a collection of enhancement libraries and used DRIVEL to
apply them to the LibX Edition Builder, a large-scale, widely-used
Web application. DRIVEL automatically enhanced the LibX Edition Builder’s XML processing modules with structural navigation
capabilities and caching, eliminating the need to implement this
functionality by hand.

Software maintenance constitutes the majority of the total software
development effort and cost [5, 39], with program enhancement being its dominant activity [42, 59]. Program enhancement is concerned with adding, changing, or removing functionality to adapt
software to meet new or changed technological or business requirements [35] and is inherently difficult, costly, and error-prone. Software development realities that complicate program enhancement
are both diverse and pervasive: enhancement programmers are typically not those who developed the system, enhancements are made
under time pressure to meet deadlines, the software documentation
is often sparse or missing altogether, and portions of the existing
code may carry restrictions against being changed.
This paper presents a novel approach that automates software
enhancement tasks commonly performed as part of developing
and maintaining object-oriented programs. We introduce our approach by means of a concrete software development scenario.
Consider a Java program under construction that has the following
useVisitor method:
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Introduction

class SomeClass {
A a;
B b;
}
void useVisitor(SomeClass o) {
o.accept(new SomeClassVisitor() {
public void visit (A a) {
System.out.println ("visited A " + a);
}
...
public void visit (B b) {
System.out.println ("visited B" + b);
}
});
}

The method useVisitor above takes an object of type
SomeClass as a parameter and uses it as a participant in the Visitor pattern [18]. The Visitor Pattern provides a flexible approach to
extending the functionality of a program by separating its functionality and object structure. By providing accept methods, object
structures can pass around different Visitor objects, implementing a traversal strategy. Using the Visitor pattern is as straightforward as providing a specific implementation of a Visitor
interface (or an abstract class) and passing it as a parameter to the
root object of a structure.
The example above assumes that class SomeClass does indeed have a method accept that provides the functionality required by the Visitor pattern. It also assumes that an interface or
abstract class SomeClassVisitor exists, from which anony-

mous subtypes can be derived. If this is not the case, the compiler
will report errors such as Invalid Method: accept or Invalid Type:
SomeClassVisitor, until the programmer provides a suitable implementation of the Visitor pattern.
Despite the aforementioned software engineering benefits afforded by employing the Visitor pattern, implementing its core
functionality may not be trivial. For one, as is usually the case when
using patterns, applying the Visitor successfully requires that certain preconditions be met. Specifically, a hierarchical object structure with a “has-a” relationship must be present, requiring the programmer to examine all classes in the program. In addition, since
this pattern encodes an object traversal strategy, each usage scenario is likely to require a different strategy. Because this traversal strategy is effected through a particular implementation of the
accept method, accomplishing this task requires a thorough understanding of the underlying object structure. Finally, the Visitor interface that specifies the visit* methods is applicationspecific. If implemented as a class or aspect library, the library
would have to be updated whenever the underlying object structure changes, which is cumbersome and error-prone, especially if
the underlying classes are generated by a code generation tool.
The novel approach described in this paper alleviates many
of the difficulties of enhancing object-oriented programs outlined
above. Our approach enables program enhancement on-demand by
augmenting an aspect compiler with sophisticated enhancement
capabilities. In the code example above, our augmented aspect
compiler intercepts the reporting of the Invalid Method and Invalid
Type errors resulting from compiling method useVisitor and
evaluates the flagged errors against a set of previously-defined,
declarative when-then rules. If the rules indicate that the Visitor
pattern is indeed desired in this part of the program, an aspect
generator synthesizes aspect-oriented code to enhance the program
as specified by the rules. In our example, a rule could indicate
that an invalid type SomeClassVisitor indicates the need for
a Visitor for SomeClass.
The aspect generator executes as part of the compiler, and thus
has access to information about the partially compiled program;
in the example, it has access to the field declarations of a and
b in the partially compiled class SomeClass. It also has access to the compiler’s name resolution mechanism, allowing it to
disambiguate the meaning of the identifier SomeClass based
on the specific scope in which the invalid type error occurred.
The enhanced code will then be automatically recompiled, and
the programmer will be able to use the Visitor pattern exactly as
coded in the useVisitor method. To the programmer using the
enhancement-providing compiler, this process is transparent, making it appear as though the program had been enhanced automatically.
From a software engineering perspective, our approach enables the separation of concerns pertaining to enhancing objectoriented programs by distinguishing between enhancement providers, a party supplying prepackaged enhancement libraries, and
enhancement consumers, a party using the supplied enhancement
libraries as part of their software development cycle. Specifically,
our approach distinguishes between three separate enhancement
concerns: providing general enhancement libraries, defining the
logical rules for applying the libraries, and guiding the application
of enhancements in a specific software project as defined by the
rules.
This separation makes it possible for different parties to tackle
those enhancement challenges that are commensurate with their
level of programming expertise. For example, a third-party software vendor could develop general enhancement libraries, an expert programmer could define which enhancement libraries will be
used, adapt those libraries to the software conventions used in a

given software project, and define the conditions under which they
should be applied. Finally, rank-and-file developers could simply
use the libraries as parameterized by the expert programmer. Each
party can express or refine the conditions under which enhancements are applied by contributing declarative when-then rules to
a rule base. The declarative nature of the rules not only increases
flexibility and expressiveness, but also facilitates reuse.
While we believe that our automated approach can be beneficial for many program enhancement scenarios, it proves particularly useful for those cases when it is not desirable or perhaps even
possible to modify the source code of a program, such as in situations when the program’s code needing enhancement is part of
a third-party library or automatically generated. Because our approach employs aspects as the mechanism for adding functionality,
it does not require explicit changes to the source code of a program,
and yet retains the type-safety and compile-time checking capabilities of the Java language. As a result, our approach not only facilitates program enhancement, but also enables it for a whole class of
programs currently deemed not easily amenable to enhancement. In
addition to facilitating the enhancement of code we cannot change,
we found that the use of aspects helped because many of the enhancements we consider are in fact cross-cutting concerns.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces Enhancement Patterns, a methodology for describing and
classifying common program enhancement tasks. Section 3 details
our approach to demand-driven automated enhancement and an automated tool implementing this approach. Section 4 discusses the
challenges of enhancing automatically generated code using the example of Java XML binding code. Section 5 presents a case study
of applying our automated enhancement tool to the development
of a real-world Web application. Section 6 reviews related work.
Section 7 presents future work, and Section 8 concludes.

2.

Enhancement Patterns

Before presenting the enabling concepts of our approach to automated program enhancement, we clarify the kinds of enhancements that our approach aims to support. Because our ultimate objective is to enable automated program enhancement, we must ask
which types of enhancements are amenable to automation. To be
amenable to automation, a group of programming tasks should be
repetitive and easy to categorize. In that regard, the enhancements
concerned with adding arbitrary new functionality to an existing
program are likely to be non-repetitive and may defy categorization. In other words, such enhancements are application- and casespecific.
Thus, as a means to meet the stated objectives of automation,
our approach is concerned not with adding new arbitrary functionality but with common program enhancements. Furthermore, the
machinery for applying these common enhancements should be expressible as aspects in a mainstream aspect-oriented language such
as AspectJ [36]. To ensure greater flexibility, the aspects are automatically generated to better specialize them for individual enhancement scenarios. As concrete examples, consider enhancement
tasks such as adding a GoF [18] design pattern to an existing code
base or enforcing an implicit program invariant (e.g., all the objects
inserted into a hash table must provide consistent equals and
hashCode methods). As examples of larger-scale program enhancements, consider the long-standing challenges of adding program capabilities such as persistence and distribution [56], adapting existing program code for reuse in a different software product [3, 46], or integrating a COTS component with an in-house
software system [4, 16]. The program enhancements represented
by the examples above do occur in modern software development
on a regular basis. Furthermore, the repetitive nature of these en-

hancement tasks lends itself to their categorization and subsequent
automation by observing the following:
• Such enhancements are accomplished in common ways rather

than randomly.
• These common ways represent accumulated programming ex-

perience/wisdom in program enhancement.
• These common program enhancements are amenable to au-

tomation through programming tools.
• These enhancements cannot generally be expressed as aspect

libraries alone, but require code generation.
The above observations have led us to explore common enhancement strategies that programmers follow to enhance existing programs with additional functionality. To reflect the patternbased nature of these strategies, we call them Enhancement Patterns. An enhancement pattern captures common modifications
made to an existing program to enable its operation in an additional, and usually unforeseen, context. Unlike classical GoF Design Patterns [18], whose primary purpose is to guide the initial
stages of object-oriented software development (i.e., design), Enhancement Patterns describe common ways of adding functionality
to pre-existing or partially complete programs.
Patterns in software development have been advocated as an
approach for disseminating the shared knowledge of experienced
programmers in solving common problems. The concept of Enhancement Patterns shares the objective to capture and organize the
accumulated experience and best practices of common program enhancements, creating an extensive and ready-to-use catalog of Enhancement Patterns. The benefits of cataloging Enhancement Patterns include providing a valuable resource for developers in search
of an effective and elegant enhancement solution, creating a shared
vocabulary for communicating about common enhancement tasks,
and guiding the creation of automated program enhancement tools.
Example Patterns
Software developers commonly enhance programs in ways specific
to their application domain. The benefits of expressing such enhancements as patterns depend on their range of applicability and
ease of automation. The following catalogue of enhancement patterns represents those enhancements that we have found recurring
in our own software development practices and believe to be particularly amenable to be captured as patterns.
2.1

Shapeshift

The Shapeshift pattern describes modifications to the external interface of a collection of objects for use in a new context. It enables
treating a group of unrelated classes in a uniform fashion or using
them in some other fashion for which they were not originally written. The Shapeshift enhancement patterns occurs in many flavors
and implementations.
As a concrete example, consider a group of Java classes (possibly automatically generated) that provide a textual representation
for their instances via a method called asText rather than via the
standard method toString. This precludes these classes from
being used in all the multiple standard contexts that rely on the
toString method to get a textual representation of a Java object.
Shapeshift can enhance these classes by introducing a toString
method that invokes the original asText method.
As a second example, consider linking (or binding) of properties
of Java Beans, a technique frequently used in component-based
applications. Suppose a property p1 of bean b1 should be linked
to property p2 of bean b2 . Such a pattern can be implemented by
adding an instance (or aspect method) to b1 that observes property
changes on b2 and sets b1 .p1 = f (b2 .p2 ) whenever the value of

b2 .p2 changes, based on some predefined function f . When coded
manually in Java, these methods clutter the code with large amounts
of cut-and-pasted code, which can be hard to maintain. In addition,
manual coding requirings anticipating all possible properties to
which an application may create bindings. Alternatively, binding
can be implemented using runtime reflection. However, runtime
reflection cannot detect misnamed or non-existing properties until
runtime, and it is significantly slower than invoking getter and setter
methods by direct method call. By applying the Shapeshift pattern
on demand, this repeated pattern can be expressed in generative
aspects, created only when used, and whose output is subject to
compile-time checking for early error detection.
As a Shapeshift example from a different domain, consider an
Inversion-of-Control container [30] that manages components of a
certain type. Specifically, the components are expected to provide
methods that the container can invoke (e.g., init, service and
destroy for Java Servlets [12]). Nevertheless, recent designs of
container-based frameworks enable the use of POJO’s (Plain Old
Java Objects) as components managed by a container to improve
flexibility and ease maintenance. Frameworks such as Spring [29]
perform shapeshift using bytecode engineering at class load time to
add the required methods to the loaded POJOs.
An implementation of the Shapeshift pattern should provide
convenient support for introducing new methods and fields to a
class. One motivation for expressing these transformations as a pattern is that the added convenience of applying Shapeshift enhancements eliminates the need to emulate the required functionality at
run-time (i.e., using reflection facilities) and allows for compiletime checking.
2.2

Navigatable Structure

The Navigatable Structure pattern describes the process of enhancing an existing structure that is composed of multiple objects to
facilitate its navigation or traversal. An example was presented in
Section 1, in which client code was enhanced with a hierarchical
Visitor Design pattern. The Visitor Design pattern is widely used,
such as in compilers and other code analysis and transformation
tools. Its implementation follows a strategy that is specific to the
structure being navigated. For instance, for an object representing
an XML document, the navigation strategy may be determined by
the XML schema describing the XML document’s elements and attributes, including their order and constraints on their occurrence.
Writing visitors requires a correct understanding of the pattern, and
a reasoned strategy on how to apply the pattern to the given situation. Once this strategy is identified, coding the pattern by hand
becomes time-consuming and error-prone.
Not all structures are amenable to navigation using the Visitor pattern. For instance, navigation could be provided via the
Iteratable interface for a structure. Imagine being able to say
for (Apple a : fruitBasket .apples())
process(a);

to iterate over the apples in a heterogeneous set of fruits that
originally did not provide a way to do that.
Existing object structures are often enhanced with such navigation capabilities, and these enhancements tend to follow common
strategies. This observation justifies capturing and expressing these
strategies in the Navigatable Structure enhancement pattern.
2.3

Equivalence Relations, Factor Sets, and Ordering

An equivalence relation is a reflexive, symmetric, and transitive relationship that creates some notion of equivalence among objects.
In Java, classes may override the inherited equals method to test
for membership in this equivalence relation. A common way to implement this equivalence relation is by using a conjunction of fieldwise equivalence test for all or a subset of fields. Though com-

paratively trivial, implementing equals correctly requires careful
coding to ensure robustness and consistency with the hashCode
method, and is repetitive. The equivalence relation pattern captures
this strategy of implementing equals and hashCode.
Based on this equivalence relation, a factor set can be computed. If objects are mapped to their class representatives in their
respective equivalence class, they can be compared via the reference equality operator (i.e., ==), which improves performance
and expressiveness and can reduce memory consumption. For Java
strings, the String.intern method provides a mapping of a
string to its class representative. The Factor Set enhancement pattern creates an intern method for any class wishing to use it.
Like equals, implementing intern is repetitive, and subject to
subtle mistakes by non-experts (e.g., maintaining a factor set using
strong references rather than weak references is likely to result in a
memory leak).
For some applications, such as insertion into a sorted map or set,
the ability to compare two objects according to a predefined partial or total order is required. In Java, this natural ordering is provided by implementing the Comparable interface and its method
compareTo. A naive, but correct implementation could simply
return the cumulative result of comparing individual fields. Alternatively, the implementation could be refined to include a subset
of fields, and determine the order in which fields are being compared. The natural ordering of a class should be consistent with
equals, e.g. the comparator should signal equality if and only if the
equals method does so as well. An enhancement pattern providing both ordering and equivalence can guarantee such consistency.

calls). All changes to the state raise notifications to the registered
Observers. Observer classes, in turn, provide the notification
events handling logic. In addition, Observer classes might also
have Observable fields for which they might need to receive
notifications.
The implementation of Audible Model exhibits many variations
and requires careful attention to detail. For instance, an Observer
may wish to filter out certain fields. In other instances, the notification must be delayed such that Observers do not see an inconsistent state of an object. Finally, Audible Model may be combined
with Navigatable Structure, for instance, in order to provide hierarchical notifications enabling Observers to listen to state changes
in a connected object structure.

2.4

3.1

Instant Cache

The Instant Cache pattern describes the functionality required to
cache the results of an expensive computation. For example, the
results of parsing a textual representation of an object structure may
need to be cached. If the textual representation does not change
between different requests to retrieve the object structure, then a
cached version can be returned, saving the time required to re-parse
and recreate the structure. However, if the textual representation is
updated, then the object structure has to be recreated. This scenario
exemplifies a typical case in which caching can be employed to
improve performance.
In many applications, caching follows a common template in
which a cache is implemented as a lookup table. A key is used to
look up a value, which is returned on a cache hit. On a cache miss,
the value is recreated from the key. In addition, caches should be
kept to a limited size, or use weak references. The “Instant Cache”
enhancement captures this pattern by automatically building a complete cache based on a cache miss handler. Any Java method can be
labeled a cache miss handler - the enhancement pattern infers the
key from its formal parameters and its value from its return value.
It creates aspect methods that maintain the cache, allow for the invalidation of individual or all elements, and provides convenient
accessor methods if the cached values are themselves compound
types.
2.5

Audible Model

The Audible Model pattern enhances an arbitrary object model to
be used as the Model entity of the Model-View-Controller architecture. The adjective audible refers to the added ability to “listen”
to changes in the Model’s state. As a concrete example, this pattern
can solve a common problem in GUI programming arising when a
model must notify graphical views of state changes.
Audible Model works by assigning model classes the roles of
an Observer, an Observable, or both. Observable classes
select sets of field changes and method calls that result in mutating
a part of an object’s state (i.e., field sets and mutator method

2.6

Veto

A companion pattern to the Audible Model enhancement pattern is
the Veto pattern, in which the invocation of a method or a set of
methods, or updates to instance or static fields can be disallowed in
an enforceable fashion. For example, a model can be rendered readonly by applying Veto to all of its mutator statements or methods.

3.

Demand-Driven Program Enhancement

We detail our approach to demand-driven automated enhancement by illustrating the implementation of our extensible
program enhancement system, called DRIVEL, which is an
acronym for Demand-driven Rules-based Intelligent Value-adding
Enhancement Libraries.
Overview

Figure 1 shows the main steps of our approach. An enhanced AspectJ compiler (EAJC) integrates enhancements into the compilation process by acting as a host for enhancement plugins. Enhancement providers package enhancement libraries as .jar files,
and EAJC loads them from locations specified as command line
arguments. Typically, an enhancement library provides an implementation for a single enhancement pattern. An enhancement library jar contains aspect and Java code generators and a set of logical rules. These rules express the conditions that must be fulfilled
to correctly apply an enhancement pattern contained in the library
to any code base. In addition, the users of an enhancement library
(typically lead programmers) can control the specific application of
enhancements to their code by adding additional sets of rules to the
ones supplied with the libraries. They can also customize how the
enhancements are applied.
Applying an enhancement entails generating AspectJ and Java
code files that are then added to the compilation set. Compiling
such an enhanced compilation set may trigger the application of
additional enhancements. This process is repeated until no more
enhancements can be applied. Finally, all remaining unresolved
errors are displayed to the user.
3.2

Rules Engine

The application of enhancements is controlled by a rules engine.
We use the DROOLS engine [52], a Java implementation of the
RETE algorithm [17]. The rules engine maintains a rule base (a
set of rules) and a working memory (a set of asserted facts). A
rule consists of an antecedent, expressed as a predicate in firstorder logic, and a list of consequences, triggered if the current
set of facts makes the antecedent true. Consequences may add
new facts to the working memory, retract facts from the working
memory, or modify facts. The RETE algorithm propagates these
changes through the working memory by forming and processing
a network of consequence-antecedent relationships. This process is
also referred to as truth maintenance.

appear only once in working memory. Therefore, the corresponding
enhancement is triggered only once.
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Figure 1. Enhancement Programming Model.

3.2.1

Facts.

Our implementation uses the following types of facts:
Code entity facts. As the compiler processes input source code,
all code entities are represented as facts; these include packages,
classes, methods, fields, and annotations. To facilitate the convenient use of code entities in antecedent expressions, we ensure
that their properties have corresponding sets of bean-style accessor methods.
Compile error facts. All errors raised during compilation are represented as facts. Examples of such errors include invalid or missing types, methods, or incompatible assignments. Error facts often contain context information inferred by the compiler, which is
used to guide the enhancement process. For example, when reporting a missing method error, the compiler might have the information about the expected return type of the method. Each reported
compilation error is stored along with its occurrence scope. This
enables scope-specific identifier lookup during the application of
enhancements.
Enhancement-provided facts. We employ facts as the coordination mechanism between different enhancements, user rules, and
the host compiler. For instance, an enhancement can signal to the
host engine that a recompilation is needed by inserting the fact
“Need.Recompile” into the working memory. Enhancements can
also express dependencies on each other by inserting facts that express those dependencies. For instance, a factor set enhancement
requires an equivalence relationship; it may express it by inserting
a fact “NeedEquivalence” for a particular class. Enhancements can
also use facts to ‘remember’ whether they have been already applied to a class (e.g., a fact “HaveEnhancedWithX” may signal that
a particular enhancement X has already been applied).
DROOLS enables the expression of facts by using any Java
object. Furthermore, equality assertion (i.e., determining whether
facts are identical) is expressed by using the equals method of the
objects used as facts. This design feature of DROOLS has helped to
streamline our implementation. Since DROOLS calls the equals
method on each reported compiler error message before inserting
it as a fact, we are able ensure that multiple, but identical errors

Rules.

When an enhancement library is loaded by the host environment,
it uses its corresponding set of rules that guide its application
into the host’s rulebase. The rules are expressed in a domainspecific language in a when/then format. Antecedents are expressed
in MVEL (a Java-based scripting language) or Java and must not
have side-effects, whereas consequences can consist of arbitrary
MVEL or Java code.
Enhancement rules. Enhancement rules use a declarative approach to describe the assumptions under which enhancements
should be applied. In response to the assumptions holding true,
the corresponding enhancements rules “fire,” typically adding an
instance of an enhancement to the working memory. The actual application of the enhancement, however, is delayed until later.
For instance, consider an enhancement that adds a method
public String toStringLong() to a class. This method
returns a detailed printable representation of an object such as one
containing all the object’s fields and their values. Such an enhancement could be triggered if the compiler encounters an invalid method error, whose method name value is “toStringLong.” If
this error is encountered during compilation, the toStringLong enhancement will create an enhancement object. Below, the variable
’m’ is bound to any encountered ’InvalidMethod’ facts meeting the
condition that the name of the missing method is “toStringLong.”
AddToStringLong(m) returns an enhancement object, and the
insert method adds it as a new fact into the working memory.
rule "Provide a toStringLong() aspect"
when
m : InvalidMethod ( methodName == "toStringLong" )
then
insert (Enhancements.AddToStringLong(m));
end

A second example shows how rules can be triggered even in the
absence of compile time errors using annotations. The annotation
@NaturalOrdering triggers an enhancement that adds a natural ordering to a class, allowing it to be used in java.util.*
containers without requiring the use of a comparator.
rule "Provide a natural ordering"
when
t : Clazz ( annotations[’NaturalOrdering’] != null )
not ( Enhancements.HaveNaturalOrdering ( clazz == t ) )
then
insert (Enhancements.AddNaturalOrdering(t));
end

The ’not HaveNaturalOrdering’ construct prevents the application
of this rule if the class already defines a natural ordering. Applying
the enhancement will assert a “HaveNaturalOrdering” fact for the
class that is being enhanced. If the class already provides a natural
ordering via a compareTo method, a rule can add this fact as
follows:
rule "Disallow natural ordering annotation
if compareTo() is present."
salience 10
when
m : Method (name == "compareTo",
signature == "(Ljava/lang/Object;)I")
then
insert(new Enhancements.HaveNaturalOrdering (m.getClazz()));
end

The ’salience 10’ argument gives this rule higher priority than the
“Provide a natural ordering” rule, thereby ensuring that its an-

tecedent is falsified before it fires, preventing the accidental application of the enhancement (which would result in a compile error).
Rules can be used to achieve composition of enhancement patterns. For instance, the factor set enhancement depends on the
equivalence enhancement. A rule set that expresses this dependency is shown below.

{Code Set}
EAJC Runs
Collect Facts:
Code Entities, Annotations,
and Errors

rule "Request factor set enhancement"
when
m : InvalidMethod ( methodName == "intern",
expectedReturnType == receiverClass
)
t : Clazz ( name == m.receiverClass )
then
insert (new Enhancements.NeedEquivalence(t));
insert (new Enhancements.NeedIntern(t));
end

Fire Rules

Enhancements
Applied?

In this example, if the compiler encounters a call to intern in
a context in which the expected return type matches the receiver’s
type, and if no intern method is defined, the first rule will insert
a fact indicating the need for the equivalence relationship and factor
set enhancements. The second rule is triggered by the presence of
a fact indicating the need of an equivalence relationship enhancement. If the class does not already define an equals method, the
equivalence enhancement fact is inserted, but the enhancement is
not applied immediately. Once DRIVEL applies this enhancement
to the given class, it will insert a fact “HaveEquivalence,” parameterized with the enhanced class. This fact, in turn, will make the
antecedent of the third rule true, resulting in the insertion of the
factor set enhancement.
User rules. Simply including an enhancement library does not
apply its enhancements. Instead, user rules specify which of the
enhancements to apply. The following rule, for example, applies
all available enhancements:
rule "Apply All Enhancements"
when
e : Enhancement();
then
e.apply ();
end

When fired, this rule invokes the apply method for each enhancement found in working memory, which includes all enhancements inserted by the consequences of the detection rules provided
by all loaded enhancement packages. This simple rule works because enhancements are required to subtype Enhancement. An
excerpt of a more realistic rule is as follows:

{Code Set}={Code Set} U
{Generated Code}

No
Errors Left?

rule "Build equivalence enhancement if equals()
is not overridden"
when
n : Enhancements.NeedEquivalence ()
not ( Method (name == "equals", clazz == n.clazz) )
then
insert (Enhancements.AddEquivalence(n.getClazz()));
end
rule "Provide an intern() aspect if needed and
if we have equivalence"
when
n : Enhancements.NeedIntern()
Enhancements.HaveEquivalence(clazz == n.clazz);
then
insert (Enhancements.AddIntern(n.getClazz()));
end

Yes

Clear Facts:
Code Entities,
Annotations,
Errors

Yes

Report Errors

No
Success!

Figure 2. DRIVEL Flowchart.
rule "Add Visitors"
when
e : AddVisitor(
enhanceClass matches "org\.libx\.xml\..*"
);
then
e.apply ();
end

This rule applies the visitor enhancement if the class being enhanced is in the org.libx.xml.* package. In this way, the
programmer can determine exactly when compile time errors, annotations, or other code entity facts should lead to enhancements,
and when such enhancements would be spurious, unnecessary, or
downright wrong. The programmer can also provide supplementary facts that guide or customize the application of enhancement
patterns. For example, for the factor set enhancement described in
the previous subsection, a programmer could declare that an already provided equals method is suitable for the factor set enhancement by inserting a HaveEquivalence(...) fact for the type in
question.
3.3

Extended Aspect Compiler

We have extended the AspectJ compiler, version 1.5.3. Our changes
are confined to two modules of the compiler: the main driver and
the error reporting facilities. The addition of code entity facts takes
place upon the completion of the code generation phase. Compile
error facts are added immediately when they are signaled, but the
display of errors to the user is suppressed.
The existing AJC implementation already allowed for repeated
activation when operating in incremental mode. We modified its
incremental mode so that the compiler consults the fact base before
each incremental activation. After each activation, we check if an
enhancement requires recompilation and trigger a new compiler
activation if so. We currently recompile all files, although this could
be optimized by allowing the enhancement to point out which files
need to be recompiled. We remove all code entity and compile error
facts between compiler activations, but keep facts that were inserted
by consequences. If no enhancement signals that recompilation is
needed, but there are still compile time errors, we switch the driver
back into a mode that reports errors immediately to the user. At this
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Figure 3. DRIVEL Enhancement Process.
point, the user will find the enhanced program available for further
examination. A control flow diagram of this process is shown in
Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the interaction of the components of our
system.
We have created a set of class libraries that facilitates the extension of our infrastructure. By using these libraries, an enhancement
library developer can add enhancements by simply subclassing one
of our abstract adapter classes2 , providing a concrete implementation of its apply method, and adding a set of DROOLS rules
to specify the conditions under which the enhancement should be
applied. As an additional resource for creating new enhancement
libraries, we provide convenience classes that facilitate the actual
generation of the aspect and Java code.

4.

Enhancing Automatically Generated XML
Data Binding Code

One of the most common approaches for automating menial programming tasks is automatic code generation [14, 43]. A code generator takes a high level description as input and generates lower
level code. Because the input specification is simpler and shorter
than the code it generates, code generation not only saves time and
effort, but also helps avoid programming errors, thereby increasing
programmer productivity [1, 55].
Alas, the benefits of automatic code generation can diminish
rapidly if the generated code does not fully satisfy the requirements
for the task at hand [27]. For example, the generated code may not
adhere to the established in-house coding conventions large software organizations typically follow. Generated code may miss important capabilities such as concurrency control, making it unsuitable for safe use in concurrent contexts [57]. Or, generated code
may not provide support for applicable design patterns. Even if it
does, the specific expression of those design patterns may be presented in an awkward or incompatible way, complicating its integration.
Refining automatically generated code by hand to meet the requirements is not a viable solution: every time a code generator
2 We

provide adapter classes for invalid method errors, invalid type errors,
and annotations found in the code.

is re-run (e.g., in response to a changed specification), the handwritten changes will likely be lost and need to be re-applied, wasting programming effort. Changing the source code of a code generator to customize its functionality might not be feasible either,
as the source code could be unavailable. Open-source code generators, which could be changed, are often intricate and large, making
changes to their implementation a prohibitively difficult and timeconsuming undertaking. In fact, this process could prove as expensive as developing a custom, in-house code generator, negating the
time-saving benefit of using a third-party code generator. By contrast, our approach can enhance the capabilities of automatically
generated code without the shortcomings outlined above. Aspectbased enhancement patterns enable the tailoring of such code without explicit changes either to the generated code or to the code generator.
XML [20] has become the de facto standard for representing,
storing, and transporting persistent data on disk or in databases.
Operating on XML data requires an efficient in-memory representation. For Java, a number of XML data binding conventions describe programmatic ways to represent XML data at runtime. If
the XML document’s structure is described by a Document Type
Definition (DTD) or XML Schema description, code generators
such as Castor [11] can be used to generate a Java binding. This
binding consists of number of Java classes that represent the XML
document’s elements and attributes. The generated code has methods that support marshaling and unmarshaling of XML data, inmemory manipulation, and validation. Generators such as Castor
significantly reduce the complexity of XML processing by ensuring that the produced XML is well-formed and valid. However, if
the XML schema changes, the classes providing the Java binding
must be regenerated, which precludes manual changes to the binding code. To adapt Castor for our needs, we applied several enhancement patterns to the XML-related code Castor produces.
4.1

Applying Shapeshift

We implement a number of convenience methods that shift the
classes generated by the castor API into shapes which we found
easier to work with. For instance, we added a method xmlDescriptor to each Castor class that retrieves a descriptor that
represents the underlying XML schema at runtime. Even though the

mapping from an object’s class to its descriptor instance is known
statically at code generation-time, Castor did not provide a method
to retrieve it at run time. As a second example, we added a method
toXMLString to convert an object directly into its XML representation, a piece of functionality that requires several cumbersome
steps to implement in vanilla Castor.
4.2

Applying Navigatable Structure

Castor does not provide support for any type of Visitor pattern.
However, the hierarchical structure of an XML document often
requires traversal, typically in an order that follows the structure
defined in the XML Schema or DTD. We implemented a Castorspecific visitor enhancement. The example below shows the code
produced by the enhancement for the DTD production shown at the
top.
/∗ DTD production:
<!ELEMENT edition (name,links,catalogs,openurl , proxy ,
options , searchoptions ?, additionalfiles ?)>

Because the order in which different observers will be notified
cannot be guaranteed, it is impossible to ensure that no Observer
will have seen the changes that are to be vetoed. Therefore, we
have decided to proactively prevent changes, rather than allowing
an Observer to request that changes be undone. If the change
is allowed to proceed, Observers are notified of the new value.
The implementation also passes along the object being changed,
allowing a single Observer to observe multiple objects.
To ensure that recursive Observers will continue to receive notifications even when updates result in the replacement of subtrees
of the document, a helper method adds all current, recursive observers to the new proxy child. To add recursive observers, the
enhancement pattern uses a hierarchical Visitor that traverses the
document structure and adds observers to each node. To generate
the necessary code, the pattern triggers the Hierarchical Visitor enhancement pattern via its rule set. Finally, we note that the rule set
allows the Audible Model enhancement to be triggered independently of the Veto enhancement, depending on which methods are
used in an actual application.

Code generated by enhancement: ∗/
public aspect EditionVisitorAspect
{
public void org. libx .xml.Edition .accept( EditionVisitor v) {
v. visit (this );
this.getName().accept(v);
this.getLinks (). accept(v);
this.getCatalogs().accept(v);
this.getOpenurl().accept(v);
this.getProxy().accept(v);
this.getOptions().accept(v);
if (null != this.getSearchoptions())
this.getSearchoptions().accept(v);
if (null != this. getAdditionalfiles ())
this. getAdditionalfiles (). accept(v);
}
...
}

This strategy captures the declaration order of the children of
an ’edition’ element, and it captures the fact that some children
are optional, requiring a null-check. Our enhancement also handles
multi-valued elements, which are represented as vectors by Castor.
When creating the logic for the accept methods, our implementation relies on the descriptors generated by Castor. It also emits a
specific Visitor interface type and VisitorAdapter classes.
The application of the pattern is guided by castor-specific rules as
described in Sections 1 and 3.
4.3

Applying Audible Model

Castor represents XML elements as Java beans. A configuration option allows Castor to generate support for property change events
through a simple variation of the Observer design pattern. However, traditional bean support is insufficient for a number of reasons: first, it does not allow an application to veto a property
change since constrained properties are not supported. Second, the
java.beans.PropertyChangeEvent does not pass a reference to the bean being changed to the listener, requiring custom listener instances for each object. Third, and most importantly, there
is no support for propagating events that would allow recursive observers to listen to any change in a given subtree.
We used aspects to generate support for a recursive, vetoable
Observer. An example of the code generated by this enhancement
is shown in Figure 4. This generated aspect intercepts field assignments to the field proxy in class Edition, representing the DTD
elements ’edition’ and ’proxy’, respectively, from the DTD above.
This aspect vetoes changes if the programmer has invoked a
setReadOnly method, which this enhancement also introduces.

5.

LibX Case Study

Many of our enhancements were driven by concrete needs in the
LibX edition builder application, whose development one of the
authors supervised. LibX [2, 40] is a browser plugin that provides
users with direct access to electronic library resources through a
toolbar, context menu, and by providing web localization facilities.
Since library resources are local to a particular user community,
the plugin is available in heavily customized editions. There are
currently over 200 editions, built by academic or public libraries in
over 6 countries. A LibX edition is represented by an XML configuration file. These configuration files are described by a reasonably
complex DTD with currently 29 elements and over 120 attributes,
and their grammar changes frequently as new features are added
to LibX, whose configuration the edition builder must immediately
support.
The LibX Edition Builder3 is an AJAX [19] application that
allows librarians to maintain the configuration of their library’s
edition. The LibX Edition Builder is written almost entirely in
Java, it uses the ZK [9] toolkit for communicating with a frontend JavaScript library in the client’s browser. The application is
composed from ZK widgets, which are rendered as HTML at the
client. It uses a model/view/controller (MVC) approach [18]. The
model is composed of a hierarchy of castor-generated objects, representing an edition’s configuration in memory. Controller classes
process client-side events and update the model accordingly. The
view is represented by ZK widgets which listen to changes in the
model. We have been applying several enhancement patterns to this
application, resulting in the generation of over 2,200 lines of (uncommented) AspectJ code and 250 lines of Java code. This number
compares to 38,600 lines of (commented) code produced by Castor, and 8,600 lines of programmer created Java code in the core
edition builder application.
5.1

Shapeshift.

We used the convenience methods discussed in Section 4 to consult
the XML schema at runtime. For example, the schema specifies
that configuration attributes are required, whereas others are optional, which influences the UI’s display and handling of these attributes. For instance, telling whether a DTD attribute property was
listed as #REQUIRED or #IMPLIED became as simple as calling bean.xmlDescriptor().isRequired(). We use the
enhanced toXMLString() methods when inserting XML elements into a database we keep to allow different libraries to share
3 http://libx.org/editionbuilder

/∗∗
∗ Automatically generated code by DRIVEL;
∗ Castor enhancements library .
∗/
privileged aspect EditionObserverAspect {
declare parents : org. libx .xml.Edition implements Observer.Observable;
org. libx .xml.Observer.ObserverList org.libx.xml.Edition . observer support = new org.libx.xml.Observer.ObserverList();
public void org. libx .xml.Edition .addObserver (org.libx.xml.Observer ob) {
if (ob instanceof org.libx.xml.Observer.Recursive) {
this.accept(new org.libx.xml.EditionObserverVisitor((org. libx .xml.Observer.Recursive)ob));
} else {
this. observer support.addObserver(ob);
}
}
public void org. libx .xml.Edition .removeObserver (org.libx.xml.Observer ob) { ... }
private boolean org.libx.xml.Edition . readonly;
public void org. libx .xml.Edition .setReadOnly(boolean value) {
this. readonly = value;
}
void around(Edition obj, Proxy newvalue) :
set(Proxy Edition. proxy) && target(obj) && args(newvalue)
{
if (obj. readonly) {
throw new Observer.VetoException("cannot change field ’_proxy’");
}
proceed(obj, newvalue);
obj. observer support. notify (obj, "_proxy", newvalue);
if (newvalue instanceof Observer.Observable) {
obj. observer support.propagateRecursiveObservers((Observer.Observable)newvalue);
}
}
...
}

Figure 4. Observer Aspect Generated by Audible Model Enhancement.
catalog configurations, such as for national resources like OCLC’s
WorldCat.
5.2

Audible Model.

We used the recursive observer enhancement described in Section 4
to drastically simplify the notification logic of our MVC implementation. The edition builder needs to save a configuration file to disk
whenever any of its contents change. We chose this approach to
ensure immediate persistency, even in the face of client or network
failures. It eliminates the need for a ”Save” button in the user interface, because any changes the user enters are immediately saved.
Prior to using this enhancement, we used a depth-first traversal
based on runtime reflection to recursively add listeners to all nodes
in the document. This logic was error prone (for instance, blindly
adding observers to static fields resulted in memory leaks, and forgetting to add observers when elements were replaced resulted in
lost notifications), and slow due to the use of reflection. Implementing this logic in an enhancement aspect avoids the use of reflection,
and allows re-using the complicated logic in other software that
uses Castor.
5.3

Veto.

The edition builder provides a simple revision control system for
editions. If a user makes an edition ”live” (akin to a commit), its

configuration settings are frozen. We did not want to require that the
user discard the current revision’s in-memory object when making
an edition live - therefore, we used the Veto enhancement pattern.
We catch the VetoException instead and display a message to the
user. Because the Veto pattern is implemented as an aspect that
vetoes all field assignments (and does not trigger any observers),
we can be certain that read-only revisions of an edition are not
changed as a result of user action. Without the Veto pattern, we
would have to disconnect all controllers from the model, which
would have resulted in a perceptible impact on the usability of the
interface.
5.4

Navigatable Structure.

When building an edition, we need to apply a number of consistency checks, beyond what can be expressed by applying constraints to individual elements in the schema describing the XML
document. For instance, if a librarian uses a custom search field in
a catalog that is part of the configuration file, she must have defined that field as a search option, which is stored elsewhere in the
configuration file. These semantic checks involve a traversal of the
XML document and the examination of certain elements and attributes. We used the Castor-specific hierarchical visitor to implement a number of consistency checks like this one, cleanly separating each concern.

5.5

Instant Cache.

The edition builder contains a search facility that allows edition
maintainers to search for and browse through different editions.
This browsing requires the retrieval of elements from those editions’ configuration files, requiring them to be parsed. In addition,
we need to examine an on-disk directory structure for the presence
of revisions. Because the search facility appears on the start page of
the edition builder application, we use the instant cache enhancement to cache the results of these expensive operations. The instant cache enhancement allowed us to reduce the code we have to
maintain to a single method createRecord(String id) that
maps an edition id to a cacheable edition record.
This case study demonstrates the usability of the enhancement
patterns we have created by successfully enhancing the automatically generated data binding functionality used in an AJAX [19]
application. Though we have requested that recursive observers,
immutability, visitors, and various convenience methods be added
to Castor, its developers have been hesitant to do so, possibly because of a lack of development resources. Our enhancement patterns allow us to express these cross-cutting concerns in a robust
and targeted fashion nevertheless.

6.

Related Work

Multiple prior research efforts share our goals of facilitating program enhancement either directly or indirectly. Our approach
builds upon prior work on using Aspect Oriented Programming
(AOP) [36, 37] to express GoF patterns [8, 10, 24, 25] and concurrency constructs [13] as aspects. Our approach makes it possible
to divide the task of program enhancement between different parties (i.e., enhancement providers and enhancement consumers) to a
much greater extent than prior efforts. Our approach accomplishes
that by providing automated tools that enable the different parties
to deal with individual enhancement concerns effectively. The use
of generative aspects, for example, allows enhancement consumers
to enjoy the benefits of using powerful aspect-oriented machinery,
without getting into its lower-level implementation details.
The need to design systems that are easier to enhance has long
been recognized as a staple of good software engineering [6, 22,
48, 50]. Our approach treats enhancements as a separate concern,
enabling greater flexibility during both the design and implementation stages. Our work follows upon multiple prior efforts aimed at
providing automated tools [23, 47] with the goals of mitigating the
challenges of program restructuring and enhancement.
Automated program adaptation has been advocated as an approach that can facilitate program enhancement, particularly its
component-based and code-based varieties. Specific examples include component adaptation techniques with adaptable component
interfaces [26], delegation [38], binary adaptation at runtime [34],
and architectures [44, 45, 51]. We assume that the base program is
amenable to our enhancement approach and only verify this fact by
using a rule base before applying enhancements. Combining automated program adaptation techniques with our approach presents
an interesting future work direction.
Compile-time, class-based, meta-object programming systems
such as OpenJava [58] enable structural reflection, an ability to alter
the definition of data structures such as classes, methods, and fields.
Structural reflection enhances programs by generating and incorporating new program elements. Compared to traditional structural
reflection systems, our approach allows multiple enhancements to
be applied to the same code entity, supports flexible composition of
enhancements, and allows enhancements to be triggered using multiple types of observed facts about the code. Finally, our approach
effectively separates enhancement roles: enhancement providers

can implement enhancements even for not-yet-generated classes
whose names are unknown.
Several novel software development paradigms such as Adaptive Programming, Strategic Programming, and Intentional Programming also aim at facilitating program enhancement among
their other objectives. Adaptive Programming [28, 41] enables the
expression and reasoning about object structure traversals as a
higher-level strategy, separate from the core functionality of a program. As a specific implementation of the adaptive programming
paradigm for Java, the DJ library [49] uses a dynamic form of
the Visitor design pattern through the use of reflection. Our Navigatable Structure enhancement pattern is closely related to Adaptive Programming, even though our motivation for adding structural
navigation abilities to an existing object structure is driven by the
needs to enhance a pre-existing program that finds itself missing capabilities due to changed operational contexts or new requirements.
Strategic Programming provides support for a combinatorial
style of traversal construction in several programming paradigms.
In object-oriented incarnation, it uses generic visitor combinators, which extend the Visitor design pattern. While Strategic programming could be applied to enhancement, its existing applications tend to focus on semantics-preserving transformations such as
refactoring and optimization. Strategic programming can be combined with AOP [31], and similarly to our approach, can benefit
from being integrated with an open compiler [32].
Intentional Programming (IP) [54] enables programmers to
work at a higher level of abstraction (i.e., intentions) by representing a program as a database. This enables greater flexibility when
changing a programs, as any change can be kept consistent with the
rest of the program by following links in the database. By contrast,
our approach relies on programmer-provided enhancement libraries
and a rule base rather than a database to control the application of
enhancements.
Explicit Programming [7] allows developers to use new declaration modifiers, which refer to syntax transformer classes that exploit an extension of the reflection API to generate additional code.
Our approach differs in not requiring changes to the source code,
and thus being applicable to third-party libraries and automatically
generated code.
The Arcum framework [53] follows an approach that bears similarities with our work. It extends the refactoring paradigm to provide a mechanism for managing crosscutting design idioms. While
we share the goals of providing better tool support and greater
flexibility to maintenance programmers, our application domains
are different: Acrum focuses on refactoring, while our work on
enhancement. From the implementation perspective, the Acrum
framework uses a domain-specific language, while our approach
uses an augmented aspect compiler and a rules engine.
Model-based pointcuts [33] facilitate the evolution of aspectoriented programs by using a conceptual model of the base program
to define the application of pointcuts. Our approach of using firstorder logic rules to trigger enhancements bears similarity to modelbased pointcuts. We would like to explore the issues of change
impact with respect to enhancements as a future work direction.
Rule engines have previously been used for the construction
of new aspect weavers for legacy programming languages [21].
Similarly, we could extend our use of rules to base the actual
instantiation of an enhancement on rule-based patterns, rather than
implementing enhancements as libraries.

7.

Future Work

While the main conceptual building blocks of our approach are in
place, the DRIVEL infrastructure is a work in progress. In our
future work, we will focus our efforts on improving the power,
expressiveness, and usability of our infrastructure.

More sophisticated static and dynamic analysis could support
more complex and more sophisticated enhancements. Our existing
enhancement infrastructure uses only a limited subset of the program analysis functionality of the AspectJ compiler. For example,
when handling a “Missing Method” error, DRIVEL uses only the
name, receiver type, expected return type (where known), and the
scope of the missing method. Although this information is sufficient to synthesize correct code for the currently supported set of
enhancement patterns, we could benefit from additional information, such as dataflow information that indicates the intended use of
the return value of the method that is missing. Such more advanced
analyses would enable DRIVEL to apply more complex enhancements.
As another example of enhancements benefiting from compiletime analysis, consider how the existing Instant Cache enhancement could be supplemented with automated cache invalidation capabilities. For instance, dataflow analysis can be used to calculate
the input dependencies of a cached object. An aspect inserted at
the pointcut of all modification join points could then trigger cache
invalidation.
On the expressiveness and usability fronts, we plan to integrate DRIVEL with the Eclipse IDE [15]. We plan to integrate
DRIVEL with the existing Intellisense capabilities of the Eclipse
framework such that enhancement-provided methods are offered
via auto-completion. In addition, an intuitive GUI could provide an
interactive mode for creating user rules that guide the application
of enhancements.
Finally, we plan to create a Web repository of enhancement
patterns that will allow developers to contribute and share their own
enhancement libraries. We hope that this repository will become
a resource for software developers through which they could find
solutions to their program enhancement problems. Statistics from
the use of this repository will enable us to assess the benefits of our
approach more realistically and to receive constructive feedback
from the broader community of software developers.
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